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Tips & Tricks to NOT Get a Virus

People love to use their computers and stay connected. However, viruses
and other malware are a wet blanket when it comes to quality time on our
computers. And unfortunately, malware is rampant. The fact is, were getting
our butts kicked! Ransomware is out of control with many paying large sums
to criminals to get their computer back to normal. Trojans and browser hijacks
are very widespread. And scammers who call on the phone saying they are
can you protect yourself? (Especially if you are not too savvy with computers
to start with).

We have some good news for you!
Many people are surprised that there are about 10 tips and tricks that, if used
consistently and correctly, will practically guarantee you never get a virus.
The best way to not get a virus is to be safe, be savvy and follow these tips and
tricks religiously!

What is a virus?
We use the word ‘virus’ to mean any kind of bad software. A more appropriate
word would be ‘malware’. However, the word virus has been used for decades
to generically refer to a bad program so we use it in that sense too.
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Number 1 – Apply the Logic Test
Take a step back and think about it. The bad guys often use one of two things
to distract you in the hopes we won’t stop and think.
1.

Fear – The most common method is to claim that you owe money
to the government or some other authority, and if you don’t pay it
Immediately then bad things will happen. Others are that your
computer is under attack or that you have somehow triggered the
authorities who are now set to investigate you for your computer
browsing habits.

2.

Greed – Yes, the thought of easy money can cause us to be careless.
We may see ads that say we have won some money or some other
prize. Or that there has been an accident and you are the fortunate
recipient of the mishap.

So, step one is to stop and think about it.
Here is an example of one that purported to be from Revenue Canada and
advised that there is an e-transfer waiting for me in the amount of $521.51.
Sweet! All I need to do is click the link and log in (Easy money).

But wait! Let’s do a logic test.
Does che governmenc of Canada send e-cransfers co people?
No. They may do direct deposit, but that would have to be set up with the
Bank ahead of time... and they would not send you an email notifcation.

© The Tech Next Door 2017
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Here are some other factors about this email that cause it to fail the logic test.
-

There is no greeting. In fact, no name at all… only your email address.
Suspicious!

-

There is no contact number or name. If this were an actual email
from a genuine organization it would have a number to call and/or a
person’s name.

-

If you have ever received an e-transfer you would know that they don’t
look anything like this

-

The government or any other legitimate organization would not accept
iTunes gift cards as valid payment (or any other gift card)

-

Microsoft will not call you if there is a problem with your computer. No
one knows if you have computer issues unless you have purchased a
monitoring system from an IT support company.

If you are not sure, ask someone. The Techs Next Door are here to help!
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Number 2 – Identifying Phishing
Emails – Hover Over Hyperlinks
Phishing is when cyber-criminals try to trick you into giving out personal
information. This is a very common way to get a virus or get hacked. You get an
email from what seems to be a reliable source. For example, it may appear to
be from Dropbox, or your bank, or Microsoft. It usually advises that there is a
you log in, they have your username and password and can now wreak havoc.

usually blue and underlined. Normally, clicking on it takes you to another website.

This is a link to google.ca
One very important thing to understand about hyperlinks is that there are 2 parts to it.
-

Part 1 are the words you see on the page, and it can say anything. The
above example it clearly says ‘This is a hyperlink to google.ca’.

-

Part 2 is the underlying link… it’s where you actually go when you click
the link. The underlying link in the above example is:
http://www.TechNextDoor.com.

You can see from this example that it is easy to deceive people into thinking
Here is che cip: To see what the underlying link really is, simply hover over
the hyperlink with your mouse and the true link will appear in a pop-up or
at the bottom of the page.
Scammers count on you not knowing this. Let’s look at that same email from number 1.

To the untrained eye, the hyperlink looks almost legit. It has a part that reads:
“arc-gc-ca” which looks like it might be a government site. But if I hover over
the link with my mouse, we get the little pop-up to the left and we see the true
delete this email.
© The Tech Next Door 2017
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Number 3 – Identifying Phishing
Emails – Reply to Address
Before we move on from phishing, let’s look at one more trick to help you
identify suspicious emails.
The one below claims to be from Microsoft. They are advising about a problem
with my account and they want me to click the link and type in my username
and password. If I did so, they would use this information to hack my account
and cause all sorts of trouble.

Now, look at the From
and it does have ‘microsoft.com ’ buried in the email to make it look legit… but
the giveaway is that it continues with ‘adicotec.de’ at the end. There should be
no more periods or dots after the .com.
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Number 4 – Watch for Trojans
One of the most common ways to get a virus is to open the door and let it in.
The Trojan gets its name from the famous wooden horse who was allowed to
do just that. It was invited and entered the city of Troy and by the time anyone
realized the true contents of the horse, it was too late.
Trojans are very common and many are not malicious. For example, when you
update your Java or your Flash programs, if you don’t watch carefully you will
miss the checkmarks to also install other programs.

Annoying? Yes. Dangerous? Not really. However, here is the tip:
Always read each step of a program install or update and uncheck any boxes for
optional software.
Here is a more serious example. When installing a nasty piece of software
called ‘Driver Update’ it tries to suck me into installing an equally horrible tool
called SlimCleaner.

© The Tech Next Door 2017
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If you are in the habit of quickly clicking through these types of installs then
you will end up with a lot of useless software on your computer. If you are
careful, you can avoid this danger.
Note: Programs like Driver Update and SlimCleaner are called PUPs
which stands for ‘Potentially Unwanted Programs’. They are not
technically a virus, but they get on to your computer in surreptitious
ways and then constantly nag you to buy. So, they are considered
malware.
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Number 5 – Identifying Scare
Tactics
This method of conning people into thinking they have a big problem has
gained popularity in the past year or so. We get a lot of calls from people who
claim they have a virus because they arrived at a website that said so. They can
seem realistic because they:
-

Know who your Internet Service Provider (ISP) is. For example, if you are
with Shaw it might say ‘This is a message from Shaw Communications.
Your computer has a virus. Call this number’

-

It may appear to be from a reputable company such as Microsoft or
Norton.

-

The website may even transmit a voice to you to tell you that you have
a virus and need to call a certain number. This is very unsettling and
can throw people into confusion.

-

They may show an error message or a gauge of some kind suggesting
that your computer has big problems.

-

A Windows (or Mac) pop-up will appear so that people think their
computer is broken.
Note: When you browse the Internet certain information about you is
passed along to the websites you go to. This includes you IP address,
what browser you are using and what operating system you are using.
With this information they can also tell what city you are in and who
your ISP is. This means that they can deliver a message to you that
seems
.

© The Tech Next Door 2017
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The main thing to remember here is that you probably do NOT have a virus.
The scam is that they want you to call the number and will likely try to sell you
overpriced service, support or software.
Also remember that websites cannot tell if you have a virus, or for that matter,
any other problem with your computer. Microsoft does not monitor your
computer. If you have an anti-virus program then you would be alerted to a
virus with a simple pop-up from your system tray. It would not ask you to call
a number.
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Number 6 – Avoid
Unscrupulous Website
Certain websites are worse than others. Some websites are already
unprincipled and they often will have deals with malware designers to deliver
bad code to your computer. The biggest culprits are:
1. Adulc sices – Simply put, browsing for porn on your computer is a
2. Gambling sices – We don’t recommend gambling online. However, if
you have a good site you know and want to gamble then bookmark
it and use only that one. If you don’t know a good site perhaps ask a
friend. Randomly Googling for gambling sites will get you in trouble.
3. Peer co Peer sices – Peer to peer (aka P2P, aka warez sites) are
websites where people go to get software, music or videos for free
by downloading it from others who already have it. In most cases
obtaining software or other material in this way violates copyright
laws. As well, they are dangerous because you never know what you
are downloading and you could become victim of a Trojan
Avoiding these types of sites altogether will keep you safer online.

© The Tech Next Door 2017
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Number 7 – Avoid Tools that
computer
There are websites that purport to want to help you but really just want you to
buy software that you don’t need. Plus, their software often can cause more
problems on your computer. Here are some examples of these types of bad
programs.
1. Driver Updaces –For each piece of hardware on your computer there
is a piece of software, called a driver, that runs it. So, drivers are the
software that run your hardware. They are required, they come built
into your computer and in most cases, they never need to be updated.
the latest version of the driver. Don’t do it, even if it says it is a free
program. They often introduce more useless programs and can cause
other issues with your computer. Updating drivers is overrated and is
best left to professionals, like The Tech Next Door, who know the proper place
2. Regiscry Cleaner – Overrated! You don’t need a registry cleaner.
3. Free Syscem Tools – As you browse the Internet you will likely see ads
They may even have a pop-up designed to look like you have a lot of
problems. See the example here:

Don’t fall for it! These are awful programs that bring more problems that
computer to a professional.
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Number 8 – Careful with
Updates
A very common way to pick up malware is by being fooled by a pop up into
thinking your computer needs to be updated. For example, a website might
tell you that your Flash Player needs to be updated.

Clicking on this will not download a Flash update, but rather malware. Another
trick is to tell you need a certain codec pack to watch a video. Don’t fall for it!

© The Tech Next Door 2017
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highly unlikely you need to download any special software to view the videos
you want to watch.
the System Tray, not from a website popup. For Windows users the system
tray is the area of tiny icons usually at the bottom of the screen, by the time.

Some Internet Security programs include
automatic updaters for these types of
programs that need constant updates and we
recommend using one of these. The Tech
Next Door maintenance programs include
an updating service so that you never
have to worry about being duped into a fake update.
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Number 9 – Use Bookmarks
Google is great. But using Google can be dangerous for the untrained. If you
have a site you visit often, bookmark it.
Learn how to bookmark sites with your preferred browser. Even better most
browsers have a Bookmark Bar. This is a bar that goes along top the browser
page with all your most important bookmarks. So, they can be accessed easily
with just one or two clicks.

If you create folders in your Bookmarks Bar then you can have all or most
of your bookmarks within reach. This is very safe because there is no risk of
accidentally going to the wrong page or typing in the wrong URL (which by
the way is also a very good way to get a virus because cyber crooks will often
buy domain names very close to popular sites… they know many people will
accidentally type it wrong and end up on their site).

© The Tech Next Door 2017
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Number 10 – Don’t click Ads
It does seem like a sweeping statement to simply ‘not click ads’ when browsing
the Internet. After all, there are mostly legitimate ads and you may actually
be interested in them. However, the fact is that clicking ads often leads to
unscrupulous sites and that’s bad news.
As you get more savvy with your computer you can better identify which ads
are suspect. However, in all cases never click ads that advertise to:
-

Fix computer problems
Speed up your computer
Update your drivers
Registry cleaner
Install free software (actually avoid anything advertised as FREE!)
Ads saying you have won something

Don’t click these ads!

At Tech Next Door our mission is to bring computer savviness to all of our customers.
We don’t want to see you get a virus. Following these tips and tricks will put you in
line for safe browsing and happy connections as you use the Internet!
If you would like to learn more about our services and products and how they can
help you be safe and productive on your computer, just give us a call or request
help from our website.

Be savvy, be safe, be happy!
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